Work Based Learning
a new approach for Camberwell ?..

55,310 undergraduate Design students in the UK 2010.
and yet only 51% of practising designers have a degree!!?
Design Industry Insights 2010. the Design Council.

Vocational education?
To view vocational education as prescriptive and overly focussed on
process is to view commerce through a twentieth century lense.
Twenty first century industry requires creative, flexible and dynamic thinkers
and any educational experience designed to serve these industries would
prioritize and nurture these attributes.
“Creativity - the base for innovation - has never been more important. For
business, it holds the key not just to success, but to survival. And
for society it is the key to solving the major problems that have
to be addressed, whether these be in healthcare, urban planning,
transportation, education or a sustainable way of life.”
Sir George Cox, former Chairman of the Design Council. On the Role Of Creativity.

One of the key messages to come out of the report was the need for
universities and businesses to ‘up their game’ in the development
of employability skills in students – both in terms of the number of
placements on offer and in terms of course content. Both universities and
students need to recognise that employability skills should not be treated
as an ‘add on’ but as an essential part of the university curriculum.
Geoff Gradwell 2009-08-11 17:13:19

I’ve given this a lot of thought and I think the problem stems from
degree courses. The sad truth is that half the people—while maybe having
a good student portfolio—do not possess the skills required to do the job.
Many do of course, but it’s always a gamble. If people are not taught key
industry skills on their degree, how else are they going to learn until they
are equipped enough to become a junior designer?
James 2009-08-12 16:41:06

PS - I agree with James that university’s and colleges leave their students
woefully under prepared for the real working world.
Trevor Collins 2009-08-12 17:12:57
http://creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2009/august1/question-of-the-week-110809#feedback

This spring term i undertook a CLTAD funded Secondment to research
how these developments could be used to improve the FdA programmes
this research involved
— reading the Government reports:
~The Future Face of Enterprise. Demos
~Future fit. Preparing graduates for the world of work. CBI on higher education
~The Cox Review. Sir George Cox.
~the QAA Code of Practice for Work- Based & Placement Learning.
~Skillset. Guidelines for Employers offering Work Placement Schemes
in the Creative Industries
— monitoring the Creative Review blog.
— talking at the CCW Work Based Learning conference at Chelsea
with Geoff Thomas Shaw.
& attending the ‘Design & the Creative Industries Conference:
Working Together with Universities’ at Brighton University

I have also started an ongoing conversation with respected figures from
across the creative industries, so far these have included:
the design team at Glue London (digital)
Steve Dunn, Creative Director at the Assembly (advertising)
Davide, Creative Director of Quayola (motion graphics/ interaction)
Matt Wade, partner Kin (interaction & environment design)
Russell Holmes, Creative Director at Dave (branding consultancy)
Matt Rice, partner at Sennep (Web design)
Roberto D’Andria, partner Bear (graphic design & branding)
Luise Vormitagg, partner Container Plus (Illustration Collective)
I also drew upon knowledge developed from previous collaborations
with agencies such as: Moving Brands, Bibliotheque, the V&A, 300 Million,
Kino and Onedotzero.

it soon became clear that this research revealed some
interesting implications for the future of Higher education....

“Almost every employer specifically referred to the advantages students
bring to the workplace, new ideas and enthusiasm, and the completion
of projects for which there was a real business need. Businesses should
be encouraged to continue to increase the number of placement
opportunities available.”
Futurefit. Preparing graduates for the world of work. CBI on higher education

benefits of Work Based Learning for the industry include:
New Talent/ New Ideas
Identifying new talent, understanding new ideas, new media and new
ways of communicating were the most common reasons for running
placements.
R&D
Sennep, Kin & Glue talked of a real potential of using students to engage
in R&D activities that would benefit both parties.
Online Profile
Kin also talked about opportunity to use students to increase an agencies
web presence through blogs and online forums.
Marketing Material
They talked about the potential of documenting placements
and WBL projects in order to generate really potent marketing material.

Futurefit identifies some good practice for WBL:
~ Building employability skills into the curriculum through work-related
learning – for example, using case study examples linking the subject
knowledge to its application in the outside world.
~ Adapting the way the curriculum is taught and assessed – for instance,
ensuring students have the opportunity to give presentations or work in a
team, and rewarding the demonstration of employability skills
~ Offering compulsory – usually accredited – modules designed to help
students acquire employability skills
~ Making paid work placements of up to a year a key part of the
university experience, often with a network of contacts with employers
at departmental or faculty level and/or centrally.
Futurefit. Preparing graduates for the world of work. CBI on higher education

some case studies....

onedotzero - Cascade
“The gap between art school and the creative
industry is huge. The Cascade programme
has highlighted to me the importance of
understanding other creative disciplines
making contact with practitioners. I think a
similar programme should be available to all
recent graduates, to help them set up in the
creative work place.”
Anna Lincoln. Cascade participant

The Thoughtful 6.
The Thoughtful 6
was the name for a
collaborative work
placement project
between Thoughtful,
Stockport College and
six of their 2nd year
graphic design students.
In January 2009,
Thoughtful moved their
entire studio into the
College for six months
to give the students
an insight into how a
design agency functions.

Wieden & Kennedy - Platform
We are Platform. We are not an internship or a school.
We are a creative experiment.
We are hand picked from all over the world.
We have backgrounds in the arts, social sciences and technology.
We tackle business problems with innovative solutions.
We are a research lab, prototyping unit and craft workshop.
We can animate your music video and Arduino your kitchen plant.
We ask lots of questions. We learn by doing things with our hands.
We have amazing Patrons to teach and inspire us.
We are here for a minimum of 6 months and we are paid.
We are season one, you could be season two.
We can play nicely with others, can you?
We can be followed on Facebook and Twitter.
We will be opening submissions again soon.
We work on a project basis only.
We love a challenge and we would love one from you.
We can be reached at sam.brookes@wk.com.
We look forward to hearing from you.

We are Platform.

Hyper Island
All students at Hyper Island
take part in placements.
Employers sign up to
this scheme and work in
partnership with the college.
They have to agree to HI’s
terms and conditions and
the placement scheme is so
well respected that some
ebven pay to be part of it!

I also looked at some of the good practice that has been established
on the FdA programmes at Camberwell..

but there are problems with the current system…
FdA’s are unable to attract the best students and largely two year
courses cannot provide students with enough maturity to be
useful for the industry.
Most placements still take place after graduation, which means that
employers have to sift through hundreds of CVs to find students who fit
their needs.
Meanwhile, in education many of the best students find their most
meaningful learning experiences outside of their university curriculum…

two recent Camberwell graduates, Jamie Thompson...

and Kate Morross...

“My suggestion is that universities run a module through which a
placement is arranged by each student for themselves, and is carried out in term
time. For a university to actively encourage students to go on a placement
would surely be a good alternative to simply telling them about
‘professional practice’ in a classroom. This way the students have the
guidance of tutors if needed, and could work for free as they still have
the money from student loans for life’s costs.”
Matt 2009-08-11 17:17:53
http://creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2009/august1/question-of-the-week-110809#feedback

Partnerships
Interviews revealed that agencies need help in finding the right fit for a
placement and it was suggested that partnerships could be developed with
colleges that would enable pre-selection of students for particular agencies.
All recommended a formal agreement between the institution and employer
that specified the intended content of a WBL experience of not less than 6 weeks.
Kin, Sennep, the Assembly and Bear suggested that students come with a
project that they could work on at quiet times in the studio.

the research suggested that employers need:

structure/ co-ordination/ support & flexibility
87% of Design businesses employ less than 10 people
and 60% employ fewer than 5.
Design Industry Insights 2010. the Design Council.

so what they need most is help in organising and structuring
a placement and if Universities want to work with them they
would need to provide this help.

& Educationally
Work Based Learning Experiences need to be
integrated and differentiated into a programme that
develops and changes across three years.

A New Third year for BA Graphic Design at Camberwell
The third programme at Camberwell is currently being re-validated
and as part of this re-validation we are proposing the creation of
a new WBL pathway.
This would enable a third year students to create a bespoke
Learning experience for their final year of study in collaboration
with an industry partner.
This experience would have long term research and development benefits for
both student and industry partner.
The pilot would launch October 2012

Industry Partners
Initial approaches would be made to companies that have worked with
Camberwell in the past. These would include: Onedotzero, Sennep, Moving
Brands, Hyperkit, Kin, Glue London, Quayola, 300Million, Dave, Eye Magazine,
Kino and Bibliotheque.
Second year students would then apply to be part of the programme.
They would be selected according to previous WBL experience and
their suitability to the industry partners needs.
Numbers would need to be limited.

A Project that would Benefit both Parties
Students would then meet with partners to create a project proposal that
meets the needs of both parties. This project would then be planned into
a timetable that would provide the student with a framework for their
activity and allow the employer to build key dates into their diary.
The duration of the project would take up a majority of a students third
year study and would take place partly with the employer and partly at
Camberwell.
At this point Student/Industry partner/UAL would sign off a formal
agreement.
This agreement would include:
~ QAA guidelines to be read by both parties
~ Project definition & proposed timetable of activities with deadlines
~ Definition of roles and responsibilities
~ Definition of ownership/copyright of materials produced

This not a work placement!
Projects might include:
~ The development of marketing materials/ promotional strategies/
new business finders/ PR/ Credentials packages
~ Investigation of new trends/materials/media and processes
~ Examination of new models for working process/studio practice/work flow/studio
organisation and production processes.
~ the Development of new products and services
Students would need to spend a minimum number of days
in the industry partners studio (6 weeks) but outside of this time
they would work independently.
Their timetable would be flexible and would include:
~ Studio based activities directed by their industry partner.
~ Meetings with a mentor provided by their industry partner
~ Group meetings with an allotted tutor at Camberwell
~ Research activities
~ Use of UAL workshops and facilities

A Record of Activities
Students would be required to produce a daily journal/website/blog
and at the end of the project the student would hand in the following
assessment evidence:
~ Signed agreement document
~ Employer feedback
~ Daily journal designed and typeset to a professional standard
and most importantly
~ Practical outcomes from their research activities

at the end of the year
A record of all WBL Experiences that will make up this groundbreaking
project would be recorded, collated and published both online and in
print through the newly relaunched Camberwell Press.
This is a great marketing opportunity for both Camberwell and the
industry partners and an excellent opportunity to generate some
innovative and potentially award winning material.

